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Superconductivity Centennial Conference 2011 
Preface 
 
Proceedings of the Superconductivity Centennial Conference (SCC-2011) held in The Hague, the Netherlands, from 
September 18th until 23rd, 2011. This conference was a one-time association of three conferences (EUCAS, ICMC 
and ISEC) usually held separately. They decided to pull their efforts together to celebrate the centennial anniversary 
of Superconductivity discovered in 1911 by H. Kamerlingh Onnes at the University of Leiden, the Netherlands. The 
conference was attended by 1115 registered participants from five continents and 45 countries.  
See http://www.ewh.ieee.org/tc/csc/europe/newsforum/pdf/HE64.pdf for a review. 
The Proceedings of the SCC-2011 conference appears in two parts: 
I. A special SCC-2011 Issue of Physica C which will contain only submitted plenary and selected invited 
papers. For one year from the date of appearance it will be freely accessible on the Web page of Physica C. 
II. The general Proceedings containing the submitted and accepted oral and poster papers. It will be published 
by Physics Procedia (Elsevier) online only.  
To ensure the high publication standard mandated by Physica C and Physics Procedia every paper was reviewed by at 
least one referee before it was accepted for publication. The editors are indebted to many colleagues for their 
invaluable assistance in reviewing the papers in these Proceedings. 
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Conference Program and Proceedings 
 
This issue of Physics Procedia contains the submitted and accepted papers of contributed oral and poster 
presentations presented at the Superconductivity Centennial Conference (SCC-2011) which was held in 
The Hague, the Netherlands, 18-23 September, 2011. The full scheduled program of the Conference can 
still be found on the conference web site http://www.eucas2011.org/Program.php. It included 18 plenary 
presentations of which 8 were presented on the “History Day” (Wednesday, September 21st). For the 
contributed program 1044 abstracts were submitted: 323 in superconducting electronics (E), 314 in 
materials (M), 259 in large scale applications of superconductivity (L), and 148 in Wires & Tapes (WT). 
The number of oral sessions was assigned accordingly: 12 for E, M, and L, and 6 for WT, and the 312 
talks were presented in 7 parallel sessions. The bulk of the contributed program constituted of 728 posters 
presented in three poster sessions.  
In total 313 manuscripts were submitted, that is 30 per cent of all contributed abstracts. Of these 3 were 
withdrawn during the review process and 15 were rejected by the referees. The remaining 295 papers (72 
of oral contributions) were accepted for publication and appear in this issue of Physics Procedia. Worth 
mentioning is the distribution of published papers with respect to the number of submitted abstracts for 
the 4 conference subjects: 79 papers resulted from the 323 submitted abstracts for E (25 per cent), 54 of 
314 (17 per cent) for M, 117 of 259 (45 per cent) for L, and 45 of 148 (30 per cent) for WT. It seems that 
the conference participants involved in large scale applications and in wires & tapes see the conference 
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proceedings as an appropriate opportunity to publish their results, more than those working on 
superconducting electronics and materials do.  
The table of contents starts with the Materials papers, followed by the Electronic papers starting at page 
445, the Large Scale papers from page 739-1400, and finally the Wires & Tapes papers. The oral 
presentations appear before the poster contributions. 
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